AMAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, CHALAKKAL
CURRICULUM
Pre-Primary
The Pre-Primary Wing follows Montessori system. The teaching is informal with specially
designed aids to facilitate the psycho-motor skills of the little ones. Teaching Learning Process is
focusing on early childhood education.
The focus is on learning by doing. Hence all learning is through play and pleasurable activities.
They are exposed to the rich experiences of daily life and helped to learn Social behaviour and
Proper Communication skills. Picnics, Educational tours, Outings and Nature walks, etc. help the
kids to increase their awareness of their environment and assist them in acquiring the skills of
being independent and of standing on their own feet..
Faculties having Montessori training handle the classes.
Primary
Classes I - IV follow a well balanced academic curriculum with English, Hindi, E.V.S., Maths as the core
subjects and Computer Science, General Knowledge, Art & Craft and Physical Education as essential support
subjects.
Computer Aided Learning through Teams App and various other activities form an integral part of the teaching
learning process.
A period per week is allocated in the Time Table for Value Education. To encourage reading habits Library
period is provided and Class Library is also maintained.
Middle
The School follows NCERT syllabus and CBSE pattern. In classes V in the place of Environmental Studies,
there is a segregation of Science and Social Science. In class V the third language is introduced. Students
have a choice of Arabic. Computer Science, General Knowledge, Art & Craft and Physical Education form an
integral part of the curriculum. A period per week is allocated for Value Education.
Following Experiential Learning Method with prime importance to Competency Based Education.
Secondary
NCERT syllabus is followed in CBSE pattern. In IX& X children are given option for second language. In
addition to English, Second Language and Core subjects, periods are allotted for computer and PET. CoCurricular activities are also included in the curriculum.
Evaluation and Assessment
We follow the grading system for evaluation and assessment for all subjects for class I to IV. In
class V examination system is introduced to expose children to competitiveness where they learn
how to face exams and time management.
The evaluation system is continuous and comprehensive. The academic year is divided into two
semesters. There are Unit Tests and Periodic Tests in each Semester. Term Exams also are
being conducted. Internal Assessment for 20 marks.

Skilled and gifted children are identified and groomed with extra care so that many reach levels of
excellence. At the same time we take care to follow up with children who need extra care. We
provide remedial classes, learning centres for such children. There is a school counsellor to guide
our children.
CCA
Children are given ample of opportunities to participate in Co-curricular activities like Music,
Dance, Instrument Music , Karate, Taekwondo, Skating etc.
Arts & Sports
Arts & Sports competitions are conducted as per CBSE norms.
Exhibition
Yearly exhibition is being conducted so as to enhance observation and scientific skills of children.

